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 Sand in the City 

Enjoy life beneath palm trees and on fine sand. Play beach volleyball during the day and refresh yourself 

afterwards at the several food stalls of “Sand in the City”. DJs provide the right atmosphere during balmy 

summer evenings. 

 

 Burggarten 

This is the place-to-be after an exhausting day. Enjoy a cup of coffee or a glass of wine in the stunning 

restaurant “Palmenhaus” in the oasis of the Burggarten, overlooking the beautifully arranged garden. 

 

 Museumsquartier (MQ) 

Get away from the rush of this vibrant city and relax in the urban courtyard of one of the largest art and 

culture complexes in the world. Several restaurants and bars located in the MQ care for your comfort with 

cool drinks and great food. 

 

 Rathausplatz/City Hall Square 

In summer the Vienna City Hall Square becomes a pulsating meeting point for classical fans and night owls. 

The open-air cinema shows great classical & jazz concerts, operas and ballets on the big screen. Additionally, 

please your palate with international delicacies from the several food stands. 

 

 Tel Aviv Beach 

The Tel Aviv Beach on the Danube Canal is one of Vienna’s hot spots and enchants with international summer 

feeling. Enjoy tasty cocktails, great DJ‘s and live acts on the urban banks of the Danube Canal. 

 

 Eis Greissler - Bio Ice Cream 

A cold ice-cream belongs to the summer like the sun. Pamper yourself with the sweet natural and biological 

ice cream temptations of “Eis Greissler”, probably the healthiest ice cream parlor in Vienna. 

 

 Twin City Liner 

The Twin City Liner, a high-speed catamaran, has a new port in Vienna. The harbor on the Danube Canal is a 

new highlight of the city and inspires with unique architecture and the exclusive restaurant “Motto am Fluss”. 

Also enjoy a trip with the Twin City Liner to Bratislava, it is worth it. 

 

 Badeschiff 

Swim laps in the pool on the Danube Canal. The “Badeschiff” Vienna is a combination of two ships, the 

smaller one provides a swimming pool with pure Viennese water, and the other ship offers a restaurant and 

nightclub. The “Badeschiff” is the only outdoor swimming pool in the center of Vienna! 

 

 Strandbar Herrmann 

Canvas chairs, parasols, cocktails and beach feeling with tons of sand on the Danube Canal - this is the 

Viennese summer. 
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